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conducted [1, 2, 3, 4, 33, 34, 45]. However, while addressing
questions such as what topics the past research has focused on,
they missed other important questions such as the main research
challenges in domain testing and application testing and how such
challenges have been resolved in each approach. Nor did the
studies [34, 45] that map out selected researches to pre-defined
research issues answer such questions. This paper tries to compare
and analyze in detail how the existing approaches tackle the
research challenges. To compare and analyze the existing SPL
testing approaches, this paper first defines a survey framework that
consists of a reference SPL testing process and research
perspectives. A reference SPL testing process clearly distinguishes
SPL testing from testing in a single-system development
environment. We analyze perspectives in SPL testing based on the
reference SPL testing processes. For comparison and analysis, this
paper selects from the published literature approaches with
significant contribution to the defined perspectives. Then, based on
the survey framework, with the contributions of the approaches
research opportunities thus far unresolved by the current
researches are identified from the gaps in between the survey
frameworks and the contributions.

ABSTRACT
Software product line (SPL) testing consists of two separate but
closely related test engineering activities: domain testing and
application testing. Various software product line testing
approaches have been developed over the last decade, and surveys
have been conducted on them. However, thus far none of them
deeply addressed the questions of what researches have been
conducted in order to overcome the challenges posed by the two
separate testing activities and their relationships. Thus, this paper
surveys the current software product line testing approaches by
defining a reference SPL testing processes and identifying, based
on them, key research perspectives that are important in SPL
testing. Through this survey, we identify the researches that
addressed the challenges and also derive open research
opportunities from each perspective.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software – domain
engineering.

General Terms
Reliability, Verification.

Software product line testing; Software product line engineering;
Software testing

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our survey
framework. Section 3 compares and analyzes the existing
approaches based on the survey framework. Section 4 summarizes
the open research questions, and finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE SURVEY FRAMEWORK

In software product line (SPL) engineering, domain engineering
sets up a common product line platform by identifying
commonality and variability while application engineering
develops individual products based on the platform. Domain
testing produces test assets that will be reused by products in the
product line. Domain testing includes testing for common parts
related to variable artifacts that may or may not be realized during
domain engineering. Meanwhile, application testing has to achieve
an efficient reuse of domain test assets while it tests applicationspecific parts.

In this section, we define a reference SPL test process that
provides the basis for analyzing the differences between SPL
testing and single product testing. Based on the differences a
survey framework that consists of perspectives as major research
challenges and observations is derived. Then we select and classify
researches on SPL testing for survey. In this paper, the term
‘testing’ refers to the activities that include test case design (i.e.
description of test objectives, test data, test actions, expected
results, and execution preconditions for a test item) and test
execution (i.e. running a test on the domain or application artifacts
and producing its results).

Keywords

During the past ten years, many approaches to SPL testing have
been proposed. Several surveys on SPL testing have also been

2.1 The reference SPL testing process

SPL testing has a ‘W’-shape lifecycle [5], called extended Vmodel in [46, 47] formed by two overlapping V-models as Figure
1 shows. The dotted arrows from left to right in Figure 1 indicate
that domain test assets are used as inputs to application testing.
Test assets such as test plans, test cases, and test scenarios must be
produced in the relevant engineering phase. To realize such test
assets, test engineers initiate system testing in the domain or
application requirements engineering phase, integration testing in
the domain or application architecture design, and unit testing in
the domain or application realization phase.
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Figure 1. A reference SPL testing process
Test assets can be produced and executed either in domain testing
or in application testing. However, it is desirable to test core assets
in domain testing so that application testing can focus on the
application specific parts not covered in domain testing. In the
normal case, complete products are not obtained during domain
engineering because domain engineering focuses on core asset
development. Therefore, in most cases domain system testing can
only be conducted in a limited way.

research challenges for SPL testing (P2: Test case selection in
Figure 1).
In addition, seldom all variants are implemented during domain
engineering. So domain testing must consider tests for nonexecutable domain artifacts due to the undeveloped variants, i.e.
absent variants [7]. Coping with absent variants is also challenging
because absent variants can complicate integration testing and
system testing, making domain system testing impossible in some
cases. However, because the quality of domain artifacts affects the
quality of all member products in a product line, test execution of
parts linked to absent variants should be carefully handled during
domain testing (P3: Test execution for absent variants in Figure 1).

2.2 A survey framework and research selection
In this sub-section we present the survey framework used in this
paper for comparing and analyzing existing approaches. The
survey framework consists of eight perspectives, where five of
them are derived from the reference SPL testing process and three
of them are defined to assess maturity of approaches.

Absent variants are bound during application engineering. The
binding phases of absent variants can be widely apart [29], so
application integration and system testing are much more
complicated (P4: Variability binding in testing in Figure 1). If a
product is tested after all variants have been bound, the defect
correction cost becomes high. If testing is executed whenever
binding occurs, much effort will be required for developing test
stubs and drivers. Therefore, the cost tradeoff between defect
correction and test code development should be considered.

The major difference between SPL testing and single product
testing comes from variability in domain artifacts. Handling
variability is very challenging and the decisions on how to deal
with it are the starting point in SPL testing. From this view, as the
reference SPL testing process in Figure 1 shows there are two
types of test cases in SPL testing, domain test cases (test cases
produced during domain engineering) and application test cases
(test cases produced during application engineering).

Application testing tests application-specific artifacts and re-tests
the domain artifacts that were already tested but need be reexamined as new functionalities are added or as the existing
domain artifacts are adapted [46] for satisfying the applicationspecific requirements (P5: Application-specific tests in Figure 1).

Domain test cases should have the forms that can be efficiently
reused in application testing and address variability. In addition,
test data for commonality and variability must be examined and
determined for test cases [9]. Further, an approach should have a
way for testing a member product of a product line that reuses
domain test cases and minimizes retesting for the parts that are
already tested in domain testing or by another member product
[45]. For them, a reasonable test case selection method should be
provided so as to select domain test cases to be executed.
Therefore, test case creation (which, in this paper, includes test
data, P1: Test case creation in Figure 1) and test case selection are

For assessing maturity of approaches three perspectives are
employed. Because SPL testing deals with multiple products, its
complexity is very high and tool support is essential (P6: SPL test
tool support). In many cases, the number of variations can be large,
often hundreds or more, so the scalability is an important aspect
(P7: Scalability), and the evidence on the feasibility of an
approach is also important (P8: Evidence).
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Figure 2. Relationships of the perspectives P1-P5 in SPL testing process
As the result, five research perspectives are:
P1: Test case creation;
P2: Test case selection;
P3: Test execution for absent variants;
P4: Variability binding in testing;
P5: Application-specific tests.

Figure 2) [7]. A domain test model is a test model that
preserves variability while an application test model only
preserves the values of variability.
O2. Test data is one of categories of test cases. A partial data set
is associated with either commonalities or variabilities [8, 9].
O3. A domain test case may (O3-1) include or may (O3-2) not
include variability [7, 8].

Three research perspectives defined for assessing the maturity of
approaches are:
P6: Tool support;
P7: Scalability of the approach;
P8: Evidences of the approach.

O4. Application test cases may be created directly from domain
test cases by using binding information of application
artifacts (C in Figure 2) [7].
O5. Test execution for absent variants can be performed (O5-1)
during domain engineering by adding test code for absent
variants or may be performed (O5-2) during application
engineering when variants are available [7].

The survey framework also includes observations and assumptions
for the first five perspectives, which are the starting point of our
comparison and analysis. For deriving observations to be used as
the basis for comparison and analysis, we analyze P1 through P5
based on McGregor [8, 9] and Pohl et al. [3, 7] that provide
general insights on SPL testing. Domain test cases can be
generated in a form that includes variation points, which have to
be resolved later [7], or can be separately generated for each set of
variants for the variability [8]. Meanwhile, testing in application
engineering reuses domain test cases across different products in
the product line. In the case that domain test cases include variants,
domain test cases are transformed into application test cases
through variability binding and in other cases a mechanism for
selecting test cases related to a specific application is necessary.

O6. A test case can be executed before or after variability
binding in products (in an extreme case it can be executed
after all variabilities are resolved), and the bindings can
occur during development, compiling, linking, or run time
[7].
We also make the following assumptions based on the
observations and use them as the basis for comparison and analysis
together with O1-O6:
A1. Application test cases may be created from application
artifacts (F in Figure 2) or through application test models
(derived either from H-G or from G in Figure 2).

Domain test cases may be incomplete due to the variants that will
be realized during application engineering. Even when test cases
are complete, they may not be fully executable because they
interact with variable parts [7]. Moreover, because binding times
can vary widely spread across different testing phases, their
executable phases can be diverse [6, 7]. From these considerations,
we can make the following observations on the aforementioned
five perspectives (P1 through P5):

A2. During application engineering test case selection may be
conducted for selecting test cases to execute (D-E in Figure
2). A proper selection mechanism would allow a high
degree of reuse of domain test cases.
A3. Application-specific test cases are created and executed
during application engineering.

O1. Domain test cases can be created either (O1-1) directly from
domain artifacts (A in Figure 2) [8] or (O1-2) through
domain test models derived from the domain artifacts (B-C in

The eight perspectives cover research challenges that O. Edwin [1]
proposes through a systematic review of the existing literature
except for test process challenge reviewed and determined as an
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open research challenge by Lamancha et al. [2] and E. Engström
[33]. In addition, Neto et al. [34] and Engström et al. [45]
conducted a systematic mapping study and their aspects such as
variant binding time, commonality and variability testing are
similar. However, our observations and assumptions for
comparison and analysis are quite different.

execution and on SPL testing tool capability. Feng et al. [15] is
also excluded because it starts from the assumption that there is a
unit test case repository which includes reusable unit test cases
defined at different abstraction levels.
Approaches to test case creation that use domain artifacts (O1-1)
have been proposed in [18, 20, 23, 26]. Combinatorial approaches
based on feature models, which are major domain artifacts of
SPLE, are relevant to this classification [8]. The pair-wise
combination method, which greatly reduces the number of
combinations necessary for testing, has been presented in [17, 18,
26, 39, 40]. However, this method also has a disadvantage in that it
considers interactions that do not exist between variabilities with
the result that unnecessary test cases can be generated. The other
approaches create generic test cases from domain artifacts that
include variation points [20, 23]. These test cases contain a
parameter for each variation point that is encountered in the
scenario. These approaches define specific notations for modeling
requirements such as PLUCs of the PLUTO approach [20] and
generic requirements specifications [23], from which test cases can
be created. They embed test data in the form of parameter values.
However, the category partition method used in PLUCs does not
consider the testing order because it just creates test cases through
the combination of chosen categories.

This survey compares and analyzes existing approaches in the
literature on the basis of the defined survey framework. Literatures
including those screened in the two mapping studies [34, 45] have
also been reviewed. We selected approaches to be surveyed based
on the following criteria:
Literature that proposes specific SPL testing approaches
related to the five research perspectives with evidence <or>
Literature that proposes SPL testing tools with well-defined
approachesG
As analyzed in [48], a few literatures describe experience from the
real-world software environments. Among the researches screened
in [45], most of the researches published in SPLiT Workshops
were not selected because they only provide initial ideas rather
than solutions with evidence. The following are the approaches
selected for this survey:
Bertolino et al. [20] – Scenario-based specification and testing
of requirements.
Cohen et al. [17, 18, 26] – Combinatorial interaction testing by
considering constraints among features (Lamancha et al. [39]
is an approach of the same type).
Feng et al. [15] – Process-based unit testing.
Ganesan et al. [16] – Architecture-based unit testing.
Kakarontzas et al. [13] – Test-driven development.
Lamancha et al. [32] – Model-driven test generation.
Mallett et al. [23] – System testing using model-based and
variant-management concepts.
Nebut et al. [21] – System testing using functional variation
points at requirements level.
Neto et al. [11] – Use of regression testing in SPL.
Olimpiew et al. [35, 36] – Model-based functional test design.
Reis et al. [19, 31] – Interaction-based integration testing.
Reuys and Kamsties et al. [3, 14, 22, 27, 30] – Scenario-based test
case generation for domain and application system/integration
testing.
Stricker et al. [37] – Data flow based test generation.G
Tevalinna et al. [4, 28] – Framework and framelet-based
application testing.G
Uzuncaova et al. [25] – Incremental testing for the possible
configuration of a product line.G

Another possible classification of test case creation approaches is
one that uses domain test models that include variability [19, 22,
32, 37]. These studies use an extended activity diagram [19, 22] or
sequence diagram [32] developed from domain requirements
artifacts as domain test models. However, the difficulty that arises
because use case dependency is not considered has been observed
in [24]. It is also difficult to assure that test models created from
domain artifacts by a test engineer are consistent with domain
requirements. Moreover, though these approaches should maintain
a large number of test models for deriving test cases as mentioned
in [8], they do not devise any solutions for this problem. Because
the test cases of the approaches include variability, their reuse is
complicated due to their management and binding problems. To
resolve this, Siemens [27], who adopts the ScenTED approach [14,
19, 22], saves test fragments for all activities to a library before
assembling them to automatically generate a test scenario in
accordance with the chosen activity. ScenTED-DF (Data Flow)
[37] extends ScenTED and considers data dependency together
with control flows. However, this approach has high complexity
and requires additional efforts for adding data flow attributes to
domain test models.
The last classification of test case creation approach is one that
uses application artifacts or application test models. An
incremental method proposed by Uzuncaova et al. [25] and
Kakarontzas et al. [13] creates new test cases based on the
differences between the existing products/ components and their
test cases. These approaches refine test cases by computing
differences reflected in specifications due to the added features
after test case generation for the base product (a desired set of
features). Regression testing methods have been recommended for
these approaches [10, 11] to reduce retesting. There is an approach
that uses SPL architecture and code for regression testing in
accordance with SPL evolution [11]. It considers critical
variability with common parts with high priorities. Application
testing modifies or re-generates test cases by analyzing the
differences of graphs that are generated for catching code
behaviors before and after the modification. However, it ignores
that the initiative of SPL architecture evolution is on domain
engineering not on application engineering. Nebut et al. [21]

3. THE STATUS OF SPL TESTING
RESEARCH
This section describes the results of comparing and analyzing the
selected approaches based on the survey framework.

3.1 Test case creation
Existing surveys by O. Edwin [1] and Lamancha et al. [2] deal
with the test case creation approaches. And Neto et al. [34]
analyzes test case creation from regression testing and reusability.
But those surveys do not differentiate the contributions of the test
creation approaches in the surveyed references. Thus, this paper
analyzes differences among test case creation methods presented
in the literature based on the observation O1 and the assumption
A1. We exclude Ganesan et al. [16] and Tevanlinna et al. [28]
from analysis because they respectively focus solely on test
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presents an approach that creates test scenarios including test
oracles from domain use cases, but it does not reach to test case
creation and its reuse. Table 1 describes the contributions made by
the approaches by the classification of their references.

nonfunctional requirements. ScenTED-PT proposed in [31] is, an
extension of ScenTED to map the variability in the performance
requirements to test cases that preserve variability. And there are
researches that deal with the verification of nonfunctional aspects
[42, 43, 44]. Model-based integration test case scenarios (ITCS)
[19] is an approach to reducing test efforts in domain engineering
by abstracting variability that does not interact. The focus of ITCS
is on the optimization of interactions between integrated
components and it does not present concrete test cases. The
variability and its relevant parts are considered as a placeholder
that is replaced by a variant later. As for test data (O2), only
Lamancha et al. [32] mentions test data with test cases, but it does
not present any mechanism to inform the relation of test data with
products.

Table1. Contributionswith respecttothe reference oftestcasecreation
References

Contributions

Domain
artifacts
(O1-1)

Defining SPL-specific notations for a
reference such as Tabular forms or Product
line use case (Bertolino et al., Mallett et al.)
Providing algorithm for constructing valid
combination of features (Cohen et al.)

Domain test
models (O1-2)

Deriving test models by extension of existing
models for accepting variability (Lamancha
et al., Reis et al., Reuys and Kamsties et al.,
Olimpiew et al.)
Creating annotated data flow test models
(Stricker et al.)

Application
artifacts (A1)

Creating generic or specific test scenarios
including test oracles (Nebut et al.)
Using differences between applications
(Neto et al., Uzuncaova et al.)
Using differences between components
according to the component evolution for
introducing variability (Kakarontzas et al.)

The second group consists of the approaches that produce separate
test cases for variants. Most of the system testing approaches
create separate test cases for each possible variant by considering
all possible combinations of variabilities [17, 18] or all
combinations of member product relevant variabilities [20, 21, 32].
There is an approach that reuses the test cases derived from the
different products [25]. Neto et al. [4] is excluded from analysis of
test case creation for variability because it deals with regression
test selection technique for SPL. There is an approach to reuse test
cases of the different products [25]. However, no approaches in
this class consider test data creation.

3.2 Test case selection
Existing surveys did not address the test case selection perspective.
They focused on whether test cases realize reuse opportunity, but
overlooked test case selection that considers reusability together
with effectiveness. Accordingly, this paper analyzes SPL testing
approaches from the test case selection perspective for realizing
effective reuse, rather than just reuse of test cases.

Table2.Contributionswith respecttotestcase creationfor variability
Test case creation
for variability
Variabilityincluded test cases
(O3-1)

Separate test cases
for variants (O3-2)

Contributions
Abstracting variabilities for enhancing
reusability (Bertolino et al., Feng et al.)
Representing domain test cases with
variation points (Mallett et al., Lamancha
et al., Reuys and Kamsties et al.)
Considering nonfunctional requirements
(Feng et al.)
Test inputs in the form of possible
parameter values (Bertolino et al., Mallett
et al.)

As discussed in O4 and A2, test case selection can be conducted in
application testing (D-E in Figure 2) or for reducing retests. For
reusing domain test cases, a proper selection mechanism should be
provided. After test case creation, test case selection can also be
done with respect to test cases and test data. Among the selected
approaches Neto et al. [15] and Striker et al. [37] deal with test
case selection. Neto et al. [15] selects test cases through a graph
comparison, but the selection is in regression testing in accordance
with the SPL evolution. In contrast, Stricker et al. [37] provides a
concrete test case selection method and considers data-flow with
control flow to avoid omission of necessary testing in an
application. Feng et al. [15] mentions test case selection from a
unit test case repository but it does not provide an explicit
mechanism for test case selection. Ensan et al. [44] proposes test
case prioritization methods for selection focusing on prioritization
of features in domain engineering. So it does not address test case
selection for reducing redundant testing in application testing. As
for test data, Lamancha et al. [32] provides a DataSelector for
selecting test data from a test data pool. Mallett et al. [23] and
Bertolino et al. [20] deal with test data selection by using
parameterization, but they do not address it in a systematic way.

Reducing test cases related to variability
(Cohen et al, Reis et al.)
Analyzing data dependency with variants
(Stricker et al.)
Automatic test cases creation including
test oracle (Nebut et al.)
Considering nonfunctional requirements
(Kakarontzas et al.)

Table 2 presents analysis results of the selected approaches on how
they address variability in their test cases (O3). The ‘Test case
creation for variability’ column in Table 2 is the summary results
of the presented solutions that the selected works provide. The first
group consists of the approaches that produce variability-included
test cases. Most approaches present test cases including variation
points. Among them Feng et al. [15] and Reis et al. [31] address
test case creation for nonfunctional requirements. Feng et al. [15]
proposes creation of hierarchical test cases for the specific

Therefore, a test case selection approach that includes test data
selection is necessary for describing explicitly which domain test
cases and variants are related to a specific product. For resolving
the issue of reducing redundant testing by test case selection test
case creation approaches must give careful consideration to
increasing the reusability of test cases and minimizing redundant
testing.
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in a platform have an influence on all products within a product
line. Thus, it is necessary to optimize these approaches. Analysis
indicates that most approaches except for Neto et al. [11] focus on
how to test parts including absent variants or those related to
variability without considering the significance level of variability.
In the case of Neto et al. [11], possible cases of maintenance or
evolution are assumed and SPL regression testing approaches are
presented. Neto et al. [11] also offers analysis of the efficiency of
each approach, but it mainly deals with regression testing in
accordance with SPL evolution.

3.3 Test execution for absent variants
In the middle of domain engineering, components are loosely
coupled with each other and there may be no executable products
yet. Test execution must be conducted for the parts that include
such variants. As mentioned in O5, the first group consists of the
approaches that perform additional implementation for executing
test cases for the non-executable parts, including absent variants.
The Core Flight Software (CFS) product line [16] adapts the
approach of additional implementation, adding test code for testing
absent variants. It implements a mock or stub for the undeveloped
modules (i.e. modules relevant to absent variants) for executing
unit testing for the common modules. A mock or stub is replaced
by a real one after the module is implemented. CFS performs
integration testing incrementally by implementing a mock module
when a module being tested includes variability or has an absent
variant. The fRamework Integration and Testing Application
(RITA) [28] also supports test execution for variability through a
virtual binding that involves the use of drivers and stubs.

3.4 Variability binding in testing
As discussed in O6 in Section 2, variability binding has a
considerable influence on testability because binding can occur at
development time, at compiling time, at linking time, at loading
time, or at run time. This sub-section deals with test execution in
terms of binding decisions. In the case that binding occur at the
development time, unit and integration testing can be executed in
all application testing phases after implementation, even though all
variants are not bound, but system testing cannot [29]. Namely,
unit testing and integration testing are possible because we can
know a variant to be selected. Approaches that insert test code [16,
28] are relevant to this case. The combinatorial integration
approach [18] assumes all variation points are bound at runtime.
However, this is only a special case because bindings are possible
at all development phases.

The second group consists of the approaches that delay test
execution until binding. Feng et al. [15] adopts the approach of
delaying test execution, testing a component after generating a
executable test case that is specific to a AOP platform. While the
method in the study does not explicitly refer to test execution for
absent variants, we can guess that test execution is delayed until
the variants are available. In the case of integration testing it
basically executes only the test cases for common interactions and
test cases that contain few variable interactions with components
that are already realized are executed [7]. As a similar case an
incremental combination approach executes all test cases (test
cases for commonality and variability) that are created during
domain engineering after a product has been implemented, i.e.
they are executed at run time [17, 18]. The incremental test
generation approach [25] assumes that all products are built by a
combination of features. So the approach does not consider absent
variants separately. It executes system testing after all features of a
product have been combined. None of the integration testing
approaches [19, 31] and system testing approaches [3, 14, 20, 21,
22, 23, 27, 30, 32] in the literature mention test execution for
absent variants, but they consider that all test scenarios can be
executed after a product is fully integrated.

There is a research [29] on how variability binding time affects
SPL testability, and Neto et al. [34] also points out the lack of
evidences on variability binding regarding strategy for handling
variability within test assets, effort reduction, and traceability.
From test execution aspect, most works consider bindings that
occur at development time or runtime. However, they do not
mention explicitly how to deal with variabilities that have different
binding times. Moreover, no works address the cases in which
binding occurs at compiling, linking, or loading time. Therefore,
researches considering these binding times that span from
development time through to run time are necessary.

3.5 Application-specific test
Application engineering is directly relevant to customer products
and often needs to deal with changes in customer needs. Domain
artifacts may not satisfy the specific product’s needs completely.
Thus, there are gaps between what is available and what is
required. Unsatisfied needs may be met by implementing
application-specific artifacts or by adapting domain artifacts to fill
the gaps. After application-specific artifacts are developed, they
must be tested with each application (A3 in Section 2).

In the regression testing approach [11], tests with absent variants
are executed only for the critical variability. Table 3 describes the
results for test execution for absent variants. The approaches that
do not mention test execution are excluded from analysis.
Table3.Contributionswith respecttotestexecutionfor absent variants
Test execution

Contributions

Adding test code for
absent variants (O51)

Providing experience based principles in
unit testing (Ganesan et al.)
Visualizing bound relations for variation
points (Tevanlinna et al.)

Delaying until when
all variants are
available (O5-2)

Incremental combination of available
variants (Cohen et al., Uzuncaova et al.)
Narrowing down abstraction level from
functional to source code level to test
nonfunctional concerns (Feng et al.)

There are few approaches that mention about application-specific
test. Regression testing [10, 11] approach, the Test Driven
Development (TDD) approach [13], and ScenTED approach [22]
deal with testing for application-specifically modified or added
requirements. Currently proposed regression testing approaches
simply apply regression testing used in the single system. The
TDD approach, ScenTED approach, and an approach using the
Alloy formula [25] generate application-specific test cases by
modifying the existing domain test cases or by adding new test
cases. However, they provide test case creation for application–
specific requirements, but they did not deal with how to reuse
domain test artifacts and how to avoid redundant testing with
domain testing.

When adding test code, the test time can be long and the cost can
be high. However, when testing for an absent variant is delayed
until it is available, correction cost may be high because the faults
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Table 4. Summary with respect to the level of validation

3.6 SPL test tool support
Tool support in SPL testing is essential in reducing test efforts and
effective/efficient testing for multiple products. However,
variability included in test objects requires extensions of the
existing testing tools that have supported the single system testing.
Thus far, there are no dominant testing tools for product lines. As
for unit testing, the Generative Aspect-oriented Testing
framEwork (GATE) tool [15], a prototype tool, has been proposed
to generate test cases automatically from the unit test case
repository according to the process-based unit test plan (PUPT). In
the case of integration testing and system testing, there are tools
such as Kesit [25] that generate test cases for products by using
SAT-base analysis for the incremental test generation approaches
and a tool [26] for creating test cases for all possible products by
transforming SPL feature diagrams to Alloy specifications.
However, they were developed just for laboratory experiments.
Philips developed a tool for deriving system test cases from
activity diagrams [30], but this tool does not support
transformation from use case document to use case models so the
transformation should be performed manually beforehand. As for
the ScenTED-DTCD tool [22], in order to use the tool a test
engineer should manually create an activity diagram and test
scenarios for a product from use cases in advance. As evaluated in
the Siemens medical case [27], a shortcoming of the ScenTED
technique is the lack of integrated tool support. RITA was
introduced in [28], but it was not evaluated through industry
application and has a scalability problem.

Study type [35]

Approaches

Controlled experiment

Reis et al., Stricker et al.

Quasi experiment

Cohen et al., Neto et al.

Case Study

No selected literatures

Exploratory case study Reuys and Kamsties et al.

Example application

Bertolino et al., Feng et al., Kakarontzas
et al., Lamancha et al., Mallett et al.,
Nebut et al., Olimpiew et al., Tevanlinna
et al., Uzuncaova et al.

Experience report

No selected literatures

Meta-analysis

Ganesan et al.

Survey

No selected literatures

Discussion

No selected literatures

4. RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
The existing surveys [2, 34] have already pointed out that there are
very few researches on testing of non-functional aspects and test
levels other than system testing. To provide further insights this
paper derived observations and assumptions for the defined
perspectives in Section 2 and described contributions of the
selected approaches from Sections 3. Table 5 summarizes the
current status of the SPL testing research.

3.7 Assessing the scalability problem
Perrouin et al. [26] demonstrates Binary Split and Incremental
Growth strategies by using AspectOPTIMA, a product that has 20
features, and then compares their efficiency. AspectOPTIMA is a
real-world feature model, but it is hard to consider it as having a
real scalability. The approach proposed by Cohen et al. [18]
provides an example where all bindings occur at runtime, so it is
only applicable to one special case of product line development.
The ScenTED approach was adapted or automated in the SIENET
COSMOS product line [27] of Siemens and Philips [30]. ScenTED
provides a tool and a technique that make it possible to
automatically generate domain test cases and application test cases
from a sequence diagram or an activity diagram. However, it is
hard to regard ScenTED as a scalable method because ScenTED
requires all the requirements of a large-scale system to be
described in sequence diagrams or activity diagrams, include
variability. There is a web browser case in Nokia [12] that is not
included in the selected approaches because it does not explain the
detailed testing approach in its description of the reuse of test
suites by applying the regression testing approach.

Table5.Assessment of the overallstatusofSPLtesting research
Perspectives

Not Marginally Partially Fully

˲

P1.Test case creation
˲

P2.Test case selection
P3.Test execution for absent
variants

˲
˲

P4.Variability binding in testing
P5.Application-specific tests

˲
˲

P6.Tool support
P7.Scalability of the approach
P8.Evidences of the approach

˲
˲

Research opportunities implied by our survey of the SPL testing
research can be summarized as follows:
1. Comparison and analysis results from P1: (1) Construction of
test references should be more systematic. Most approaches
prepare manually test references that are the bases for deriving
test cases or deal only with test cases creation without test
references description or do not mention about them at all. And
compatibility problem of test references with existing
modeling notations should be solved; (2) Test coverage of
domain and application testing should be clearly defined. Most
approaches are described without distinguishing domain and
application testing activities. Thus, it is difficult to catch the
scope of domain and application testing; (3) A standard test
case specification template should be defined for both domain
testing and application testing. Details describe complete test
case context such as inputs, pre- and post- conditions, expected
results and variability specific details. Compared with the test

3.8 Assessing the evidences
We analyzed the maturity of SPL testing approaches in terms of
the evidence they provide. We classify the justification and
validation types by using the classification of empirical studies as
used in Zannier et al. [38]. Most approaches only provide an
example or lab experiment results. Except for the ScenTED
approach, which has been tailored and validated in several fields
[27, 30, 31], most approaches do not provide any reproducible
validation results. Table 4 describes the evidence level of each
approach.
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specification for a single system [41], existing SPL testing
approaches missed many elements of test case specification
such as inputs, expected results, and execution conditions.
Moreover, the forms of test cases as in Cohen et al., Reis et al.,
Kakarontzas et al., etc., are not clearly presented. Their
approaches do not derive concrete test cases; (4) Research on
systematic test data derivation is needed. Stricker et al. [37]
points out that the concrete test data derivation is a general
research topic, but test data derivation considering variability is
a SPL testing specific topic so it should be conducted.

application testing know the binding application times for the
test assets.
5. Comparison and analysis results from P5: (1) Research on
reusing or modifying test assets for application-specific testing
should be strengthened. To some extent, testing applicationspecific parts is similar to the testing in single software
development [7]. However, it should not be considered in
isolation from domain testing (creation, selection and
execution) because commonalities and selected variability
should be integrated with application-specific requirements.
Thus, the domain or application test assets must be reused or
modified for testing application-specific requirements.
Regression testing in SPL should also be improved for that. (2)
More research on test generation for application-specific
nonfunctional aspects is needed. In the case that applicationspecific nonfunctional requirements are newly added it is not
easy to decide wether we can reuse exisiting test cases or we
have to develop new test cases for them.

2. Comparison and analysis results from P2: (1) Test case
selection criteria that reflect variability resolution decisions
and application-specific variability should be provided. For
avoiding redundant testing in application testing test case
selection criteria for choosing test cases to be executed should
be determined. No approaches except for Stricker et al. [37]
explicitly consider test case selection in application testing. (2)
Research on regression testing due to the different selections of
variants among applications is needed. In SPL testing,
regression testing approaches can be conducted to test a
member application that uses platforms already tested in
domain testing and whose selected variants are a little different
with those of already tested member application. There are
regression testing approaches for supporting incremental
integration of features or evolution of SPL architecture.
However, no approaches address them. (3) Trade-off analysis
should be done for test case selection or test-all alternatives in
application testing. As Neto et al. [15] pointed out, test case
selection can be justified when its effort is sufficiently less than
executing the entire test cases. Pohl et al. [7] provides overall
evaluation results for SPL test strategies, but its focus is not on
test case selection and its results are subjective. Thus,
researches on objective evaluation for test case selection
efforts in application testing are necessary.

6. Comparison and analysis results from the maturity of the
selected approaches (from P6 through P8): (1) Approaches
should be applied more actively and validated thoroughly in a
reproducible form. Most of the existing approaches were
experimental researches that proposed ideas. There are few
validated researches except for the ScenTED approach. (2)
Scalability of approaches should be demonstrated. In the real
world product lines the number of variabilities might be huge,
but the existing approaches have been validated by using
product lines that have a small number of variabilities. (3)
More realistic case studies should be conducted. Most of the
reported case studies are exploratory ones or example
applications according to the classification of study types of
[38].

5. CONCLUSIONS

3. Comparison and analysis results from P3: (1) Approaches
should support test code creation and their reuse. SPL testing,
especially unit and integration testing might require a large
amount of test codes for the absent variants. In SPL, test code
may be reusable and their production is not the only
responsibility of application testing. Because the behaviors of
variabilities are determined in domain engineering many parts
of test code should be generated in domain testing and most of
them should be reused in application testing. Thus, test
execution for absent variants should also be dealt from domain
testing with reuse perspective. (2) Glue code that connects
unmatched interfaces should be included in both domain and
application testing. In SPL glue code for accepting variability
is an important test item, but no approaches consider it.

This paper defined a survey framework that consists of eight SPLspecific testing perspectives and compared and analyzed the
contributions of selected works. It also suggested further research
opportunities that have been identified through the comparison and
analysis.
As the survey in this paper indicates, most of the original
researches on SPL testing focused on solving narrow research
challenges. Thus, they presented the problems at the detailed level
of techniques but could not provide them from the perspective of
the whole SPL testing process from initiation through completion.
By defining the SPL testing framework and analyzing the
contributions of the existing researches this paper suggested as
research opportunities those that are not covered in the existing
researches such as domain test reference, domain test specification,
test data derivation and selection in SPL testing, test selection in
application testing, test code reuse, glue code testing, binding
mechanism, and application-specific testing.

4. Comparison and analysis results from P4: (1) Binding
mechanisms are an important factor to determine test
approaches, details thus are described in the test case creation,
selection, and execution approaches. Binding mechanisms that
provide the means to locate variants and to determine which
variants have to be bound [7] may have influence on testing
because such mechanisms determine the way of structuring
modules, coding, or execution. However, most approaches do
not consider this aspect for test case creation and execution. (2)
Binding times should be associated with the relevant domain
test assets. During domain engineering, when binding
mechanisms as well as binding time are defined, the domain
engineers together with test engineers are responsible for
associating binding time with domain test assets so as to let
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